Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel .................. #TG-Beck-1-B or I
A classic triggerguard, in the style of John Philip Beck, a fine early maker whose work is highly collectible. Notice the octagon theme reflected in the front and rear ends and the chamfered flats of the large bow. This guard will accept a double set trigger, if desired. A malleable wax casting, it may require gentle bending to match your stock’s profile.

#TG-Beck-1-B  triggerguard, wax cast brass  only $29.99
#TG-Beck-1-I  triggerguard, wax cast steel  only $22.99
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Triggerguard, wax cast brass or steel .......... #TG-Beck-3-B or I
Ideal for Lebanon, Lancaster and similar schools of longrifle design, this triggerguard is wax cast, in traditional yellow brass, or steel.

#TG-Beck-3-B  triggerguard, wax cast brass  only $33.99
#TG-Beck-3-I  triggerguard, wax cast steel  only $22.99